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Arab Spring - Tahrir Square, Cairo (January 2011):
Livestreaming through services like Bambuser

Live coverage by Al Jazeera



Movements of the Squares:
• 15-M or Indignados (Spain, May 2011)
• Greek Indignants (Greece, May/June 2011)
• Occupy Wall Street (USA, September 2011)
• Occupy Gezi (Turkey, May 2013)
• Nuit Debout (France, March 2016)

Characteristics:

• Against corruption and large corporate interests

• Emphasis on participation and inclusiveness

• Practicing participatory democracy – open assemblies, 
consensus decision-making



At the peak of Occupy 
mobilisations, DIY streams 
had up to 80,000 unique 
viewers per day
(see Constanza-Chock 

2012)



Global Revolution was 
launched in 2011 at 
Occupy Wall Street. 

Its aim was to bring 
together livestreams 
from different 
mobilisations around 
the world. 

It also provided 
education and 
equipment to 
livestreamers.



Selection bias: 
Media select which protests to cover based on:
• Location, size and intensity/violence of the event
• Issue type
• News routines and news agency characteristics
• Timing

Description bias: 
• Focus on violence
• Trivialization and personalization
• Focus on internal conflicts
• Neutralizing or undermining movement agendas



Reporting 
violence towards 
property during 
the student 
protests in 
London (2010)



Reporting 
violence towards 
property during 
the student 
protests in 
London (2010)



Example:
Black Lives Matter

Started in 2013 as a 
hashtag, after the acquittal 
of policeman George 
Zimmerman for the 
shooting of Trayvon 
Martin.
Soon demonstrations 
against police violence and 
racial discrimination 
spread around the USA



https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=lWIDvMpi
eVQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWIDvMpieVQ


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWoZ4Mj9028 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwXvW7Zynlw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWoZ4Mj9028
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwXvW7Zynlw




https://www.pscp.tv/w/1DXxyZjvrWVKM

https://www.pscp.tv/w/1DXxyZjvrWVKM


Image from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sousveillance

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sousveillance


https://witness.org/

https://witness.org/


https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Tm4hgbVuPIk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tm4hgbVuPIk


• Live videos cannot be easily deleted or confiscated as they have already been 
streamed live

• Increases emotional connection and sense of witnessing

• Liveness makes coverage of events more interesting, as it is unpredictable



The production of live television by 
large broadcasting institutions 
focuses on
the management of liveness: 
careful preparation and 
orchestration of live coverage to 
minimize mistakes and the 
unexpected

Claims around the accuracy and 
truth of the live coverage is based 
on a performance of 
professionalism and authority



Of course mistakes happen…



While in citizen journalism:

• Iivestreaming videos are raw, 
their quality depends on mobile 
equipment and internet 
connection

• Lack of the capacity for editing

• Limited ‘editorialising’ and 
opinion, focus on factual 
descriptions

• Increases sense of authenticity: 
real-time as reality



Example:

Dakota Access 
Pipeline protests

(Protest against the 
construction of a 
pipeline 
transferring crude 
oil near the 
Standing Rock tribal 
land)



• Arrests of journalists and high profile 
supporters of the protest



https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/
dakota-pipeline-protests/dakota-
access-pipeline-fight-watched-
facebook-live-around-world-n678366

https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/dakota-pipeline-protests/dakota-access-pipeline-fight-watched-facebook-live-around-world-n678366


"What this 2011 moment is about was the sense of the failure of democracy. That 
we have all, in all these countries, been told we live in a democracy […] and these 
young people show up, and they’re like, “We’re not.” And so the disconnect 
between the rhetoric and, I think, the online, the experiences with more direct 
democracy, the transparency that they have online, especially online, create this 
contrast with the corruption of their political systems that make them lose faith […] 
And so they build these movements that are about […] this new democracy, which 
is about transparency” (Interview with Nathan Schneider)



“we were always really 

clear that we wanted to be 

transparent, 

and we wanted to be 

transparent because we 

knew all these 

corporations weren’t 

being, 

and we wanted to be like 

look we’re doing what 

they’re not doing”  

(Interview with Robin)



https://nuitdebout.fr/

https://nuitdebout.fr/




• Connection with culture of whistleblowing and 
organisations such as Wikileaks

• Influence of digital media cultures –
association with hacker cultures

But also changes in 
the culture of 
privacy and 
surveillance due to 
social media use 
and the rise of 
reality television



Tensions around radical 
transparency

• Some live-streamers were accused of 
being undercover police or of doing the 
work of the police

• Some activists insisted on sitting in the 
blind spot of the livestream

• Some assemblies enforced a ‘no 
photography’ rule





Videos most often shot 
from eye level, 
transmitting a personal 
point of view, that of 
the small handheld 
camera

Livestreamers provided 
commentary from their 
own point-of-view as a 
witness to the event



https://www.pscp.tv/w/1DXxyZjvrWVKM

Livestreamers
cultivate their own  
following on social 
media and their 
interactions with 
users build 
interpersonal 
relationships

https://www.pscp.tv/w/1DXxyZjvrWVKM


Audiences often treat 
livestreamers as their 
offline avatar in a game, 
giving them instructions 
about where to go as if 
they are their eyes and 
ears on the street, as if 
they are ‘playing’ them in 
a game

Tension: Livestreamers becoming celebrities and rising above the movement



As with other forms of citizen journalism, the audience is invited to 
participate by:

• Verifying information

• Operating as an online back office that takes care of the livestream 
(e.g. archiving, dealing with enquiries etc.)

• Circulating the livestream videos



Are they simply documenting and recording? Or 
are they citizen journalists? Or are they 
independent media operations?

How professional are they? 

also note the contested meaning of 
professionalism with regards to journalism: Does 
it mean being paid? Having accreditation? Being 
part of a union? Having a journalism degree? 
Operating with a set of ethics? Displaying 
seriousness and commitment to the task of 
livestreaming? Tim Pool, Livestreamer for Occupy Wall Street



https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nwX_bLxV1hZU93YGtwx-
6ijU1B7Ojq36ZVwZHBuPvn4/edit

Principles:
• Vigilance
• Honesty
• Fairness
• Courage 
• Compassion
• Respect
• Integrity
• Accountability
• Humility

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nwX_bLxV1hZU93YGtwx-6ijU1B7Ojq36ZVwZHBuPvn4/edit


Livestream Video Archie of Nuit Debout on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeC5h9Kdszz2ay8efD6qECA

Videos not made for 
posterity – rather boring 
and unintelligible when 
taken out of their live 
context

Archiving is rather 
haphazard, often lack of 
categorisation, 
contextualisation and 
curation

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeC5h9Kdszz2ay8efD6qECA


Livestreaming documents the 
spectacular now - That often still involves 
a focus on violence, even if the narrative 
and point-of-view is different from that 
of the mainstream media

But these movements are much more 
than about these spectacular events

Their narratives need to reflect on the 
past and envision the future

So is livestreaming feeding into the 
media spectacle? Is it reinforcing the 
current logic of the media?

84-year old Dori Rainey becomes the unlikely face of the 
Occupy Movement after she is pepper sprayed:
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northameric
a/usa/8895317/Dorli-Rainey-becomes-unlikely-face-of-the-
Occupy-movement.html

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/8895317/Dorli-Rainey-becomes-unlikely-face-of-the-Occupy-movement.html
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